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At Cabauw, a small village in the Dutch province of Utrecht, is the Experimental Site for Atmospheric Research, Cesar Observatory. The site is dedicated to the 
composition of knowledge about the dynamics and arrangements of earth’s atmosphere, ionosphere and clouds (the condensed watery vapour floating in the 
atmosphere kind, not the remote network server kind). The observatory’s primary architectural conceit a 200 metre-tall tower, the KNMI-mast, that rises above a region 
of the Netherlands that is divided, organised and systematised by a agricultural production compulsion that has guided rural planning in the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
for at least 500 years. 

Scattered around the KNMI-mast is a comprehensive and cutting edge set of experimental remote sensing and in-situ equipment and instrumentation, each serving to 
develop the profile of a particular atmospheric property, or set of properties. Once developed, these datas are remotely relayed via the Internet to Cesar scientists and 
other end-users and stakeholders. The Cesar Observatory is one amongst many locales where the atmosphere and its interactions with the land surface and its 
inhabitants are manipulated and prodded into giving up an image of the earth’s health and welfare. This image is shown to its publics as weather reports, physical 
models, and predictive narratives about the indicators and fate of our changing climate.

Earth observatories are each composed of elemental arrays that concoct sets of earth and climate science measures, but each is also part of a global array of such 
observatories. Each of these cloisters is a planetary spot-check, a sample point, that helps to interpolate a vast, collaborative, diagnostic assembly that is greater than 
the sum of its parts. These collected locales of remote instrumentations, installed on the ground and aloft, render for us the earth as a scientific object that we suppose 
to know completely and contiguously, as in the preposterous illusion created by Charles and Ray Eames’ famous film, “Powers of Ten”. 

These locales are as well technoscientific monuments that call to mind other, archaic terrains and installations that exist to monitor and predetermine. Atmospheric 
station infrastructures invigilate the micro- and meso-scale effects of industrial and telecommunications infrastructures that also operate at earth magnitude, such as 
coal-fired power stations or precious metal mining facilities. Archaeoastronomical sites, like the Jätinkirkko prehistoric stone enclosures in the Ostrobothnia region of 
Finland, or Stonehenge in England, are also part of the long shadow of modern geo-scientific research stations.

Associated most typically with progressive knowledge production and the positivity of presumed understanding, Earth’s observatories also allow for a dark, paradoxical 
danger — an activation of the power-knowledge matrix at increasingly daunting dimensions. Epistemic extraction and cognitive colonialism allow for the creation of new 
territories and borders and for these creations to be tweaked, exploited. Grasping with the mind seems to almost inevitably pre-curse attempts at grasping with the 
hand, the trowel, the Bucket-wheel excavator. The destruction of physical environments and the threatening of territorial self-determination is always a potential 
repercussion of the production of maps, plots and data, on earth as in the heavens (see, for a seemingly extreme example, current speculation around ‘asteroid 
mining’). 

The earth has become a scientific object, yet like the bodies we know it through, only but a fraction of its composition, dynamics and behaviours can ever be known to 
us. The science of our home planet is never pure, our curiosity always winds up in the service of service, exchange and monetised value. Earth-data must now be 
counted amongst the many natural resources it provides to industries of knowledge and production. 

Cabauw station is a part of the composition of a technologically vascularised planet, the refashioning of the earth as a vast machine for tracking and tracing, storing and 
historicising data about itself. It is where earth magnitude signals are detected, where earth observation violates the impossible distance, objectivity claims and 
presumptions of Western technoscience; it is ironic and recursive examination of something we are within. The earth and its atmosphere are not a single ‘thing’, but a 
shifting, dynamic and compound interpolated image of localised sensing elements, individual collection points and inferred signals. Constituting an atmospheric register 
and a planetary sensorium, the diverse set of instruments which compose an atmospheric research station establish a milieu where the changing earth appears 
indirectly, as altered patterns of diffusion and extrapolation of highly local, transduced data.




